The Global Partnership Mandate

Endorsed in 2012

- Ensure *accountability* for implementing Busan commitments
- Facilitate *knowledge exchange* and sharing of lessons learned
- *Support implementation* of Busan commitments at country level
- Maintain *political momentum* for effective development co-operation

Update planned in 2015 to take account of post-MDG context
The Global Partnership

Opportunities & Challenges

- Effective development cooperation: Means of implementation for SDGs

- Global Partnership: Designated source of data for FfD & SDG follow-up
  - Monitor effective development co-operation & multi-stakeholder partnerships

- Diversity of partners & level of engagement in monitoring higher than ever

- **BUT**: Are we losing momentum?

Challenges to drive meaningful changes and ascertain its place in the global development architecture
The renewal process

9th Steering Committee endorsed renewal process

- Stakeholder consultations
  - Online survey
  - SC member inputs

- Inputs Working Groups
  - Country-Level implementation
  - Knowledge Hub
  - Monitoring Advisory Group

- SCM10 feedback
  - Inputs on 2012 mandate
  - Elements for 11th Steering Committee

Regional workshops
- OFID Conference
- DAC SLM

UCLG Local Leaders
- Busan Forum

11th Steering Committee

Draft mandate

Consultations

Elements Renewed Mandate

Input Outcome document
GLOBAL PARTNERSHIP FOR EFFECTIVE DEVELOPMENT COOPERATION

Areas of transformation
- Unfinished Business
- Private Sector & Foundations
- Southern Partners
- Unclear Role

A renewed mandate for tomorrow
- Mutual Accountability
- Mutual Benefits
- Mutual Learning
- Evidence & Data

MORE EFFECTIVE DEVELOPMENT COOPERATION
Revisiting Global Partnership Working Arrangements

Renewing focus on evidence and implementation

- HLMs every four years, interspersed with High Level Segment in margins of HoS-level HLPF

- Provide data & and evidence to FFDF, DCF and HLPF

- Annual echnical exchanges similar to Busan Global Partnership Forum

- Specialized policy dialogues among “communities of interest”
Interactive discussion

• Do you agree with the proposed elements for a renewed mandate?
  
  • *Mutual accountability:* Sustaining commitments
  • *Mutual benefit:* Look at how to expand scope by using development cooperation to catalyse PPPs and engage private sector and foundations
  • *Mutual learning:* Learning from different actors and their modalities
  • *Leaving no one behind:* Reaching the poorest everywhere
  • *Overall focus on data and evidence:* Bring robust country level information to global SDG and FfD Follow-up and Review

• Are there other elements you would like to propose?

• Do you agree with the proposed working arrangements?
PROPOSED ELEMENTS FOR RENEWED MANDATE:

https://prezi.com/nexu1h7j0szg/global-partnership-for-effective-development-cooperation/?utm_campaign=share&utm_medium=copy